
HOW TO WRITE A SPLIT SCREEN SCRIPT

Using the example of () Days of Summer, we see one option to It's rare to find split screen scenes in a script, and often it
means the script.

Even phone call scenes written with the greatest of care usually get the axe by the time a movie is actually
produced. To Be Continuedâ€¦. I highly recommend it. The two scenes were written differently and provide
interesting information. Sometimes you have to use them because without them, conveying all that
information in a logical way somehow ends up adding five pages to your script. Exposition is the plaything of
the devil. Fortunately, we can count on romantic comedies. Those are the worst. Cady and Regina are on the
phone from their respective homes. Cady looks surprised as she slides off screen. And yet, How to Write a
Split Screenâ€¦ is still to this day one of the most read articles on mentorless. Phone scenes suck for actors too.
Besides the fact that phone calls are boring to watch, they typically bring the plot to a screeching halt as
Character A dumps a load of information into the conversation because Character B, the audience, or both
needs to know this information in order for the movie to make sense. The screen splits again from the other
side to reveal that with 3-way calling, Gretchen was on the line the whole time. Annie Hall is quite a
remarkable script that contains a lot of useful tricks for screenwriters. For the most part, there are two kinds of
phone call scenes. To achieve the desire effect on screen, the traditional black line dividing a screen for a
split-screen is absent. Below are six examples of successful phone call scenesâ€”and more importantly, why
they work: Screenplay Example 1: Mean Girls The three-way, no four-way, phone call conversation in Mean
Girls is one of the best phone call scenes to ever grace the big screen. But most of the time, Character A is
never talking to the actor hired to play Character B. People still do that, you know. It crops up again and again
in articles from the Screenplay vs Film series. PS: Read this post about The Tourist to learn how to handle
exposition scenes. Those suck less, but they still suck. Using a phone call to convey exposition is one of the
oldestâ€”and laziestâ€”tricks in the book. Still their freedom of movement is limitedâ€”they still have to hold
the phone with one hand. That being said, there are times when phone call conversations do work. All the
illustrated scenes have been cut out to only keep what Annie and Alvy are saying to their analysts. To write it,
Allen and Brickman went back to a classical presentation for dialogs: Here is how it rendered in the film. I
hope you enjoyed it. I gotta go. It is usually specified on the screenplay, but it seems that Allen who also
directed the movie went for letting place to improvisation in many more scenes. Sometimes, masking the
identity of Character B is essential to maintain suspense. Her eyes are full of tears. I mean, that sounds bad,
but, whatever, the Spring Fling Queen is always pretty. On paper, Allen and Brickman split the page in two
columns, writing the overlapping dialogs from each side of the screen on each column: In the following
section of the scene, the two sides of the screen end up communicating with one another, as if they were
indeed in the same room. Watching an actor interact with a small piece of plastic is boring.


